
No Crimes  
 
• A crime once recorded should be classified as a ‘no crime’ if one of the following criteria are satisfied: 
 

(a) The crime was committed outside the jurisdiction of the police force in which it was recorded.  
(crimes committed within the jurisdiction of another police force area should be referred to the 
respective force - see also section g.) 

 
(b) Where following the report of an incident which has subsequently been recorded as a crime, 

additional verifiable information is available which determines that no notifiable crime has 
been committed. 

 
(c) If the crime, as alleged, constitutes part of a crime already recorded. 
 
(d) If the reported incident was recorded as a crime in error. 
 

(e) Where the recorded crime is under class 53c or 53d only and there is clear auditable information 
that shows that the offender has been dealt with outside this jurisdiction for the recorded crime.  
Only a DDM can authorise a no crime in these circumstances. 
 
Dealt with outside this jurisdiction means: 

 
- convicted by a criminal court (or equivalent) for that recorded fraud offence abroad or 
 
- the material facts of the recorded crime have been used to enable a conviction for an all 
embracing fraud charge within judicial proceedings by a criminal court abroad. 

 
No crimes relate to crimes already recorded, and are therefore distinct from incident reports that are not 
crimed.  
  
The no crime rule can be applied to crimes recorded at any time during the financial year and may 
include offences recorded in previous financial years. 
 
 
TIC (Taken into Consideration) 
 
The offender admits the crime by way of a Police and Criminal Evidence (PACE) compliant interview 
and asks for it to be taken into consideration by the court.  
 
Evidence 
  
There must be a PACE compliant interview where the suspect has made a clear and reliable 
admission of the offence and which is corroborated with additional verifiable auditable information 
connecting the suspect to the crime.  
 
Clarification 
  
� The offences taken into consideration must be similar to, but not more serious than the offence 
charged.  
 
� The offender must be appearing before a court to have the matters taken into consideration.  
 
� Crimes can be counted as detections once there is a PACE compliant admission, the TIC 
acceptance form (MG18) has been signed and the DDM is satisfied that there is additional information 
connecting the person to the crime.  
 
� Providing the victim confirms that the offence occurred, crimes that have not previously been 
recorded but which are taken into consideration, should be counted and returned to the Home Office 
separately from other tics. If the victim cannot be traced or does not confirm the crime then it should 
neither be recorded nor detected.  


